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Since the popularization of endotracheal intubation by Magill

in 1934, it remains till date an integral and indispensable

feature of the conduct of general anaesthesia. Though a

very effective means of controlling ventilation and securing

the airway, it is associated with an undesirable yet

unavoidable hemodynamic response in the form of increase

in heart rate, blood pressure and ECG changes. This

response occurs due to sympathoadrenal stimulation caused

by direct mechanical stimulation of pharyngeal tissue by

the laryngoscope.1,2,3 The traction and stimulation of

pharyngeal tissues is expected to be less with the use of

fiberoptic bronchoscope for nasotracheal intubation, but still

a hemodynamic response has been noted with its use.4,5

The pressor response is transient and probably of little

consequence in healthy individuals, but it may be hazardous

to those with hypertension and with compromised

cardiovascular state.

Previous studies have however provided conflicting

findings. Smith et al4 found a greater increase in heart rate

(HR) and a smaller pressor response with fibreoptic than

with laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubation. Conversely,

Tsubaki et al6 found that the fibreoptic nasotracheal intubation

caused less severe circulatory and catecholamine responses

than did laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubation. Staender

et al7 demonstrated similar heart rate and blood pressure

changes. Latorre et al8 on the other hand showed that

neither fibreoptic nor laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubation

provoked major hemodynamic or endocrine stress

responses.

The aim of our study was to investigate whether there

is a clinically relevant difference between the circulatory

responses to nasotracheal intubation facilitated with either

the fiberoptic bronchoscope or the Macintosh laryngoscope

carried out by experienced practitioners, under general

anaesthesia.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The study was carried out in 100 consecutive patients of

both sexes belonging to ASA Grade I and II, aged 20 60

years and posted for elective surgery. Patients with an

anticipated difficult airway, obesity, cardiovascular and

endocrine disease or on drugs known to produce changes
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in heart rate and blood pressure like blockers, digitalis,

calcium channel blockers, oral contraceptives etc were not

included in the study. After a thorough systemic examination,

an informed consent was obtained from each patient.

Patients were kept fasting overnight and premedicated with

oral diazepam 0.1 mg kg-1 on the night before surgery and

on morning of surgery at 7:00 AM. Injection glycopyrrolate

0.01 mg kg-1 was administered intramuscular 45 minutes

before surgery. Fifteen minutes before shifting the patient to

the OT table, both the nasal passages were packed with

ribbon gauze soaked in 0.1% oxymetazoline nasal drops.

After transferring the patient to OT table, 5 minutes were

allowed for stabilization, after which a baseline record of

heart rate and blood pressure was taken as an average of

two readings taken at 1 minute interval. Fentanyl in a dose

of 1.5 µg kg-1 was administered intravenously 5 minutes

before induction. Patients were preoxygenated with 100%

O2 for 3 minutes. General anaesthesia was induced with

an intravenous injection of propofol, 2 mg kg-1 and intubation

facilitated with the use of rocuronium 0.9 mg kg -1

administered intravenously. Patient's lungs were ventilated

with 50% nitrous oxide (N2O) in oxygen (O2) and 1%

sevoflurane. Intubation was commenced exactly after 90

seconds of intermittent positive pressure ventilation. All

intubations were performed by an anesthesiologist

experienced in both the methods. Patients were randomly

allocated to two groups of 50 patients each. In group A

nasotracheal intubation was carried out with the aid of

fiberoptic bronchoscope and in group B with the aid of

Macintosh laryngoscope. A 7.00 mm internal diameter, cuffed

PVC endotracheal tube (ETT) was used for female patients

and 7.5 mm internal diameter cuffed PVC ETT was used for

male patients. In group A the ETT was presoaked in warm

sterile water for a few minutes, then lubricated with lignocaine

gel and threaded over the fiberoptic bronchoscope. The

fiberoptic bronchoscope was then introduced in the more

patent nasal passage and once in nasopharynx, glottis was

identified and scope advanced 5 7 cm beyond the laryngeal

inlet. The ETT was advanced into the trachea over the

scope and fiberoptic bronchoscope removed gently through

the endotracheal tube. Similarly in group B, a presoaked

ETT was introduced through the more patent nasal passage.

Direct laryngoscopy was performed to visualize the glottis

and the endotracheal tube advanced into trachea with the

help of Magill's forceps.

In both the groups, after introduction of ETT, anaesthesia

was maintained with O2:N2O::33:66 with 1% sevoflurane

The following parameters were observed: heart rate (HR),

systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure

(DBP), mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) and rate pressure

product (RPP). These parameters were recorded at following

time intervals: baseline value, after induction, at the time of

insertion of Macintosh laryngoscope/fiberoptic

bronchoscope, immediately after intubation and thereafter

at 3, 5 and 10 minutes. ECG and SPO2 were monitored

continuously.

Statistical Analysis

The data was analyzed with SPSS (Version 10.1, SPSS

Inc., Chicago, IL) statistical softwares. The male/female

distribution between the two groups was compared using

a Chi- squared test. Demographic data, blood pressure and

heart rate were compared between the two groups using

the two way repeated measure analysis of variance and the

two tailed Students test. The comparison of blood pressure

and heart rate data within groups was done using

Friedman's repeated-measures analysis of variance. The

quantitative data were expressed as mean (standard

deviation). A p value less than 0.05 was considered

statistically significant.

RESULTS

The mean age and sex distribution in the two groups was

comparable (p > 0.05). The demographic data is depicted

in Table 1. Intubation was successfully achieved in all

patients within 30 seconds. The mean time for intubation

was significantly longer in Group A as compared to in

Group B (30.34 ± 13.19 seconds vs 18.78 ± 6.67 seconds,

p < 0.01). The mean oxygen saturation was comparable in

both the groups (98.18% vs 99.76%). In Group B, bleeding

at the time of intubation was noted in 1 patient (2%), while

in Group A, 6 out of 50 patients (12%) had epistaxis (Table

2). The difference was statistically significant (p<0.01).

The mean baseline heart rate (HR) was significantly

higher in Group A as compared to Group B. After induction

a fall in heart rate was noted in both the groups and the

decrease was similar and comparable. An increase in heart

Table 1

Patient Demographics

Patient Characteristics Group A Group B

Mean Age (years) 34.2 31.0
Sex, M:F 9:41 5:45

Table 2

Time required for intubation, Epistaxis and SpO2

S.No Parameter Group A Group B

1. Time reqd for 30.34±13.19 18.78±6.67
intubation (mean±SD) seconds seconds*

2. Epistaxis 6 (12%) 1 (2%)*
3. SpO2 98.18%±1.61% 99.76%±0.74%

" P  0.01
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rate was observed at the time of insertion of bronchoscope/

laryngoscope and again at intubation. After 3, 5 and 10 min

of intubation, a fall in heart rate was seen. The increase in

heart rate following insertion of bronchoscope / laryngoscope

and following intubation was comparable in both the groups.

In both the groups, heart rate was restored to baseline

value within 3 min of intubation (Fig 1).

in Group B. After intubation the mean DBP increased in

Group A but in contrast a fall was noted in Group B. In both

the groups the mean SBP , DBP was recorded to be well

below the baseline values 3 min after intubation, but the fall

was greater and statistically significant (p < 0.01) in Group

B than Group A for SBP and similar in both groups for DBP

(fig 2).

Table 3

HR and BP changes associated with nasotracheal intubation in the two groups

Variable Group Baseline After After             Post Intubation

Induction Insertion Immediately after 3 min 5 min 10 min

HR A 105.08±24.23 97.08±17.28 107.08±18.19 112.88±16.39 107.16±14.15 103.02±14.20 100.9±15.73
bpm B 90.18±17.78 82.68±14.94 94.72±19.15 98.38±16.33 93.16±15.49 88.58±13.89 87.14±13.72

P value = 0.001 < 0.001 = 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

SBP A 125.84±10.51 108.5±12.18 121.46±19.20 134.42±19.71 114.12±17.29 105.4±13.35 103.3±14.68
mmHg B 124.56±12.27 105.94±11.81 126.92±15.09 122.52±16.65 106.76±9.99 100.84±11.73 100.1±12.4

P value > 0.05 > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.01 < 0.01 > 0.05 > 0.05

DBP A 77.06±9.43 66.86±12.04 74.20±12.05 84.94±16.33 70.90±15.22 65.92±11.92 67.16±11.01
mmHg B 77.04±10.04 66.30±9.01 83.22±14.27 76.78±12.49 66.82±9.02 63.78±9.02 64.48±6.32

P value > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.01 < 0.01 > 0.05 > 0.05 > 0.05

MAP A 93.54±11.59 80.10±11.95 90.46±13.80 103.18±16.09 87.02±12.54 79.46±10.26 79.28±9.17
mmHg B 90.44±13.03 79.24±8.47 96.12±13.24 92.08±13.24 80.72±10.15 78.06±8.75 76.9±8.37

P value > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.001 < 0.01 > 0.05 > 0.05

RPP A 13125.65± 10476.40± 12947.28± 15008.44± 12198.08± 10815.82± 10300.82±
240.13 210.47   349.24   323.04   244.65   190.90   230.91

B 11160.08± 8610.28± 11844.94± 11956.48± 9858.78± 8800.72± 8400.86±
218.17 176.44 288.97   271.89   153.74   157.06   170.12

P value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.01 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Figure 1

Changes in mean heart rate associated with nasotracheal
intubation Figure 2

Changes in mean SBP, DBP and MAP associated with
nasotracheal intubation.Baseline mean SBP, DBP was comparable in both the

groups. A fall in mean SBP, DBP, was seen in both the

groups following induction of general anaesthesia. After

insertion of the scope mean SBP, DBP increased from

baseline value in both the groups. For SBP this increase

was similar in both the groups, but for DBP the rise was

more and statistically significant in Group B. The increase

in mean SBP was further enhanced at the time of intubation

and this was significantly more (p < 0.01) in group A than

The mean baseline RPP was significantly higher in

Group A, than in Group B (p value < 0.001). After induction

of anaesthesia a decrease in RPP was noted in both the

groups and it was similar and comparable. After insertion

of the scope mean RPP increased in Group A and in Group

B but it was not significant (p value > 0.05). The increase

in mean RPP was further enhanced at intubation in both
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the groups which was statistically highly significant (p value

< 0.01). At 3 min post intubation mean RPP was similar to

baseline values in both the groups. No abnormal rhythms

apart from sinus tachycardia were observed in either group

on continuous monitoring of ECG.

DISCUSSION

Although fibreoptic intubation can avoid direct stimulus to

the base of the tongue and epiglottis which may be exerted

by direct laryngoscopy, our results show that the circulatory

responses to nasotracheal intubation are significantly

greater in the fibreoptic bronchoscope than in the direct

laryngoscopy group. Tachycardia of similar magnitude was

noted in both the groups following insertion of fiberoptic

bronchoscope and conventional laryngoscope, and also

after intubation in both the groups. Increase in SBP, DBP,

MAP and RPP was much more in patients undergoing

fiberoptic intubation than intubation with direct laryngoscope.

Our results correspond with those of some other comparative

studies.9,10,11

There are a number of possible reasons for our findings.

Fibreoptic nasotracheal intubation causes successive

stimulation of nasal cavity, pharynx, glottis and trachea

whereas laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubation is a

straightforward procedure under direct vision. Other

measures such as rotating the nasal tube and lifting the jaw

can also increase heart rate and blood pressure. Grasping

the jaw and raising it have been found to be sufficient to

cause circulatory responses similar to those observed in

laryngoscopic intubation.12 Sometimes a prolonged

intubation time can result in hypercarbia which can also

increases the heart rate and blood pressure. However, in

our study, the intubation time was approximately 30 seconds

in the fibreoptic bronchoscope group and thus the circulatory

responses caused by hypercarbia may be an insignificant

factor.

In direct laryngoscopy, the ETT is first introduced gently

by the anaesthetist himself, then laryngoscopy performed;

but in fiberoptic intubation, once the scope is in; there is an

inherent impatience in pushing the ETT in. Also this

maneuver is not performed by the anaesthetist but the

assistant, which contributes towards a stronger stimulus.

This may also explain the higher incidence of bleeding.

The main stimulus for hemodynamic response in

conventional laryngoscopy appears to be the traction on

oropharyngeal tissues with the laryngoscope blade itself

rather than the passage of ETT. However the main stimulus

for hemodynamic response in fiberoptic intubation could

probably be the stimulus of the blind negotiation (rail roading)

of endotracheal tube over the bronchoscope. Other studies

have also demonstrated that the tracheal tube insertion is

the most intense stimulus during the intubation

manipulation.13

Xue et al3 have reported that although maximum values

of heart rate were not significantly different between the two

groups of fiberoptic and laryngoscopic nasotracheal

intubation, a more severe pressor response was seen in

the fibreoptic group. They observed that it was probably the

occurrence of the nasocardiac reflex which depresses the

tachycardic response to laryngoscopic nasotracheal

intubation that could account for the lack of a significant

change in heart rate in the direct laryngoscopy group.

Similarly in a study by Singh and Smith14 laryngoscopic

nasotracheal intubation resulted in a significant increase in

heart rate but nasopharyngeal intubation induced significant

reductions in heart rates, possibly because of the

nasocardiac reflex.

The differences between our findings and those of

Smith et al4 may be due to differences in anaesthetic

technique. Smith et al used thiopentone, vecuronium and

ventilated the lungs for 4 min with 50 N2O and 1% isoflurane.

In our study, fentanyl, propofol rocuronium and 1%

sevoflurane were used. Fentanyl attenuates the circulatory

responses to tracheal intubation and can suppress the

pressor response to intubation more effectively than to

laryngoscopy.15 This may be the reason why the authors

found a greater increase in heart rate and a smaller pressor

response and we observed a greater pressor response

with laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubation. It is also

possible that the combined inhibitory effects of thiopentone,

nitrous oxide and isoflurane on the pressor responses to

fibreoptic nasotracheal intubation are more significant than

those of propofol and fentanyl.3

Tsubaki et al6 found that fibreoptic nasotracheal

intubation resulted in less tachycardic and a similar

pressor response compared to laryngoscopic nasotracheal

intubation. The plasma concentrations of epinephrine

and norepinephrine did not change significantly in the

fibreoptic nasotracheal intubation group but increased

significantly in the laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubation.

Also ECG changes and hypertension was more common

in the laryngoscope group. Staender et al7 demonstrated

that fibreoptic and laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubations

caused similar blood pressure and heart rate changes.

Latorre et al8 also showed that fibreoptic and

laryngoscopic nasotracheal intubations did not

cause major stress response. Comparison of various

studies is difficult and another confounding factor is the

pretreatment of the nasal cavities with vasoactive drugs.

We used oxymetazoline, Smith et al4 used xylometazoline,

Staender et al7 used cocaine whereas Xue et al3 used

ephedrine.
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In conclusion our study demonstrated that although

tachycardia of a similar magnitude occurred in both the

groups following insertion of fiberoptic bronchoscope and

conventional laryngoscope and after intubation, pressor

response was much more in patients undergoing fiberoptic

intubation than intubation with direct laryngoscope. Thus

Fiberoptic bronchoscopy provides no advantage over

conventional laryngoscopy, in terms of decreasing the

hemodynamic response to nasotracheal intubation.
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